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Abstract

Experimental and numerical analysis of loads and responses for planing
craft in waves is considered. Extensive experiments have been performed on
a planing craft, in full-scale as well as in model scale. The test set-ups and
significant results are reviewed. The required resolution in experiments on
planing craft in waves, concerning sampling frequencies, filtering and pressure
transducer areas, is investigated. The aspects of peak identification in transient
signals, fitting of analytical cumulative distribution functions to sampled data,
and statistical convergence are treated.

A method for reconstruction of the momentary pressure distribution at
hull-water impact, from measurements with a limited number of transducers,
is presented. The method is evaluated to full-scale data, and is concluded to
be applicable in detailed evaluation of the hydrodynamic load distribution in
time-domain simulations. Another suggested area of application is in full-scale
design evaluations, where it can improve the traceability, i.e. enable evaluation
of the loads along with the responses with more confidence.

The presented model experiment was designed to enable time-domain
monitoring of the complete hydromechanic pressure distribution on planing
craft in waves. The test set-up is evaluated by comparing vertical forces
and pitching moments derived from acceleration measurements, with the
corresponding forces derived with the pressure distribution reconstruction
method. Clear correlation is found.

An approach for direct calculations of loads, as well as motion and structure
response, is presented. Hydrodynamic loads and motion responses are
calculated with a non-linear time-domain strip method. Structure responses
are calculated by applying momentary distributed pressure loads, formulated
from hydrodynamic simulations, on a global finite element model with inertia
relief. From the time series output, limiting conditions and extreme responses
are determined by means of short term statistics. Promising results are
demonstrated in applications, where extreme structure responses derived by
the presented approach, are compared with responses to equivalent uniform
rule based loads, and measured responses from the full-scale trials. It is
concluded that the approach is a useful tool for further research, which could
be developed into a rational design method.
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